
Status of return of fans to stadiums 21/22 season
Date: 13/08/21

Full capacity Less than 100% capacity
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Full capacity allowed.

50% capacity allowed or maximum of 25,000 spectators.

80% capacity with Covid Passport with max 25’000 spectators. PCR or rapid tests is needed only to U18 fans who 
must not exceed the 5% of the total capacity.

Full capacity allowed, no restrictions.

50% capacity with Covid passport.

Not yet decided for domes.c league. 50% capacity for European club competitions.

Max. of 1/3 capacity (compartments of max. 2.500) As from half August: full capacity allowed with Covid Passport.

Up to full capacity allowed with Covid passport / test.

Full capacity with Covid passport and fixed seats.

Full capacity allowed.

Each local authority to fix a maximum capacity (depending on the health situation).

Full capacity allowed unless the Prefecture decides to reduce it locally.

tbc

From 0 to 100 % of stadium capacity by decision of local regional authori.es. Decisions can change from match to match 
depending on regional situation.

Full capacity allowed with Covid passport.

2/3 of the stadium capacity.

On a venue-by-venue basis.

50% capacity + vaccinated allowed (beyond limit).

33% capacity.

Full capacity allowed with social distance.

Up two a maximum of 50% capacity or up to 7000 if ALL spectators have negative test (-24h) or valid Covid passport.

Depending on the size and infrastructure of the stadium. Clubs at the moment allowed 1.000 - 15.000 fans to the matches, 
based on social distancing. Fans do not require covid passports.

75% capacity - can be increased up to 100 % but only with vaccinated persons.

50% capacity allowed.

2000 fans allowed without any approval process; clubs could apply to their local authority for higher capacity.

50% capacity allowed.

50% capacity allowed either fully vaccinated or PCR 24h.

Full capacity allowed.

2/3 of the stadium capacity except in the red zone. Covid Passport not mandatory.

50% capacity allowed with Covid passport or pcr test - 48 hours
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